
As we will likely be shooting this in the daytime 

we may not include the use of torches. 

 

1.View of a lake. sounds of the forest. crickets etc.  

camera pans round to the lads arriving at the lake. 

2.Quick cuts of tackle being prepared, cracking open 

the beers ending in a fishing float landing in water  

making ripples.  

3.View of the boys from next fishing platform.  

Andy (prankster) gets up to go for a piss, the camera pans,  

follows him until he is away from the others, just out  

of sight.  

4.From behind, and through his legs the camera  

views water (pee) trickling onto leaves.  

The rustling of footsteps on leaves is heard.  

5.The camera cuts back to the lads fishing and drinking  

for a couple of seconds. 

6.Cut to POV of killer moving towards Andy, a twig snaps, 

shift out of POV to reveal the killer about to attack.  

7.Andy turns, see the killer and is attacked with a frightened 

look on his face, one blow to the head and  

he is gone.  

8.Quickly cut back to lakeside..... 

The boys at the lakeside hear the blow, they react (turn heads perhaps) 

but dismis it as andy's horseplay.  

9.Cut back to the corpse, POV of the killer standing up,  

dropping the murder weapon (branch perhaps) and walking off. 

10.Cut back to the lakeside, a few seconds later Gordon  

asks 'where's Andy gone?'. Ian shouts 'andy! come on,  

stop messing around'..... silence, just the sound of the forest 

He shouts 'Andy!' again, another lad says 'leave him, he's always messing around' 



Gordon says 'oh no, I'm going to find him, check he's OK' 

11.Gordon stands, leaves the group.  

12.Cut to an over-the-shoulder view of the killer watching  

Gordon searching, through the trees. (obvious breathing sounds)  

The torch (and Gordon) will shortly be found on the  

forest floor by the remaining two lads. 

 

13. POV Gordon searches for Andy, all the while....  

14. the killer is following him with a view through the trees. (slightly faster/harder breathing).  

15. Cut to Gordon searching, hears twigs snap but can't pinpoint the 

direction of the sound. (Heartbeat) As the trees close in on him (camera circles him)  

he begins to worry about what has happened to Andy (heartbeat quickens) and begins to fear the 

worst.  

16. POV of Gordon with torch and Andy's body comes into the torchlight. (Heartbeat quickens again)  

Gordon drops to his knees, checks for signs of life and shouts the others by name.  

He immediately hears a sound from behind him, turns and  

gets to his feet at which point the killer is upon him and raises a knife, Gordon pleads  

'no....please' (heartbeat quickens again) and the killer plunges the knife into his  

neck, blood everywhere. (heartbeat comes to a stop signalling death) 

17. Cut to lakeside. Gordon's death noises alert the two remaining lads at the lake. (heartbeat) 

they have no choice but to leave the area so make their way out of the woods. 

one of them saying 'fuck this, I'm not hanging round here' 

They get up, the other one attempts to pack some fishing gear but is told 

 'nahh fuck it, lets go'. they grab a torch and move off quickly. (heartbeat quickens a litttle) 

 

18.Making their way through the woods/forest the killer blocks their path, killer 

in their torchlight weilding a knife dripping with blood. (heartbeat quickens) 

19.They turn and run but have no direction, they are losing their mind. (hearts pounding now) 

20.Quick cuts back to the killer moving methodically through the trees after the lads. (heavy 

breathing) 

21.The lads make wrong turns saying 'no, this way'. (heartbeats) 

They find a path to follow and ..... 



22.The killer speeds up and sets his sight on the slowest person. (heavy breathing) 

23.Cut between the lads running and the killer in pursuit, showing the killer is  

catching up. (lads have heartbeat sounds, the killer has heavy breathing) 

24.The fastest lad trips over a tree root (or similar) and appears to have hurt himself.  

25. POV The killer changes tactics and goes for the easy prey 

laying on the ground. (breathing slows a little) 

26. The slower lad stops to help his friend but looks to see the killer approaching.  

Sensing the end of his life he apologises to his injured friend saying "sorry, I'm so sorry"  

and backs away from his friend, the injured man reaches out with one hand apparently asking 

for help while his friends turns and runs for his life. The 'friend' looks behind and sees  

the killer about to take his thrid victim. He watches while walking backwards, still putting ground 

between himself and the killer. 

27.We see the killer raise his knife about the injured person. Cut back to the  

man now running away from the scene and we hear the death sounds of the third victim. 


